1. **Learning Objectives:**

2. The candidate will understand the concepts of risk modeling and be able to evaluate and understand the importance of risk models.

**Learning Outcomes:**

(2b) Evaluate how risks are correlated, and give examples of risks that are positively correlated and risks that are negatively correlated.

(2g) Analyze and evaluate model and parameter risk.

(2h) Construct approaches to modeling various risks and evaluate how an entity makes decisions about techniques to model, measure and aggregate risks including but not limited to stochastic processes.

**Sources:**

Financial Enterprise Risk Management, Sweeting, 2011, Ch. 14 Quantifying Particular Risks

ERM-106-12: Economic Capital-Practical Considerations - Milliman

ERM-119-14: Aggregation of risks and Allocation of Capital (Sections 4-7)

ERM 602-12: Investment Management for Insurers, Babbel and Fabozzi, Ch. 11 The Four Faces of an Interest Model

ERM-118-14: Model Validation Principles Applied to Risk and Capital Models in the Insurance Industry

**Commentary on Question:**

Part (a) was generally answered well by most candidates.

*For Part (b)(i), some candidates provided a similar answer to part (a) instead of focusing on the interaction between interest rate and mortality risks for each product as well as across products. Here credit was only given if the candidate explained the interaction between risks and not solely reiterating the source of risk.*

*Many candidates failed to discuss the risk interaction across products.*
1. Continued

Candidates only received full credit when answers given were specific to DML.

For Part (b)(iii), candidates were given substantial credit for choosing any of the three options given as long as the supporting justification was deemed sufficient.

In Part (c)(i), many candidates failed to identify the weaknesses in each of the three activities mentioned, and instead commented on how each item aligned with best practices in model validation.

Solution:

(a) Describe two important considerations for measuring and modeling each of the following risks for DML:
   - Mortality risk
   - Interest rate risk.

Mortality risk

Whole Life - May perform experience studies by geography to assess if mortality level risk differs by country.

SPIA - Reflect future mortality improvement. Mortality trend risk is a major concern for annuity products.

Interest rate risk

Whole Life - Use equilibrium interest rate models under realistic scenarios to stress general account asset/liability cash flows and reflect future dividends arising from interest rate gains/losses.

Deferred Annuity - With rising interest rates, for accounts older than 2 years DML is exposed to surrender risk because customers will be looking to get a better deal/higher credited rate with the competition. Use dynamic policyholder behavior modeling.
1. **Continued**

(b) 

(i) Explain how mortality and interest rate risks interact within each of DML’s three main products as well as across products. Use examples to illustrate your response.

(ii) Describe the following approaches to aggregate EC:
- Correlation
- Copulas
- Multivariate methods

(iii) Recommend an appropriate capital aggregation approach for determining the DML’s EC. Justify your answer.

(i) Whole Life - Catastrophic short term mortality and persistent low level of short term rates may create large losses arising from death benefits and cash dividends. This may be partially offset by mortality gains from the SPIA portfolio.

Deferred Annuity - Catastrophic mortality and higher short term rates will create liquidity problems due to higher than expected surrenders.

SPIA - Persistent low interest rates and mortality improvement (trend risk) will adversely affect the DML annuity portfolio. Improvement in trend mortality may allow DML to increase dividends for WL product eventually and pass through future mortality losses to policyholders.

Depending on the level of the mis-estimation of mortality levels, Annuity and Whole Life may offset the impact given their respective liability duration.

(ii) 
- Correlation - Risks are aggregated using the following formula: Total risk = \((\sum_i \sum_j \rho_{ij} X_i X_j)^{1/2}\). The capital requirements may be aggregated across lines of business and risks using this formula. The capital amounts are first summed for each line and risk. This would be the capital requirement if one did not allow for the diversification effect. A correlation matrix is specified for the correlations between risks, and this is used to calculate new totals for each line of business. The capital requirements are aggregated across the lines using a different correlation matrix.
1. Continued

- **Copulas** - The Copula function can be specified such that the interaction between risks differs at different parts of each of their respective distributions. In practice, marginal risk distributions are transformed to a uniform distribution on the interval [0,1]. A uniform random variable is simulated for each risk distribution. The cumulative distribution of each risk is then calculated. The interaction between risks is captured by applying the specified Copula function to the results.

- **Multivariate methods** - When using multiple risk factor stresses, the resulting economic capital includes the impact of risk aggregation directly and all risk factors are included. Risk aggregation is implicit in the ESG models and the models are interrelated - either directly or indirectly through risk factor correlations.

(iii) Use Multivariate Methods to reflect multi-factor stresses. This method will incorporate the various interactions for mortality, interest, and other risks across DML’s LOBs. An example of a stress scenario would be a reduction of baseline long-term rate/a percentage increase in mortality trend. ESG might also include policyholder behavior such that the scenario produces higher capital requirements for SPIA but also lower requirement for Whole Life/Deferred Annuity (diversification effect).

(c) You are reviewing DML’s model governance procedures. All you found was evidence of the following three activities:

- Model output should be validated by comparing the projected premiums and benefits from the EC model with those from the cash flow testing model for a set of ten random policies.
- All individual risk factors should be validated independently and in aggregate.
- Comprehensive documentation of model output should exist to support model validation.

(i) Evaluate how each of these activities adhere to core model validation principles.

(ii) Recommend steps that DML should implement to enhance its model governance procedures.
1. Continued

(i)

- Risk models are designed to evaluate loss and profitability at predetermined level and may not be precise enough at a granular level. Valuation and risk models are not designed for the same purpose and authenticating a risk model for an alternate purpose may lead one to draw inappropriate conclusions about model accuracy.

- Not all risks are material. It may be impractical and time consuming to validate every aspect of the model. The materiality of each risk should be assessed and more effort should be spent validating material risks.

- While model validation needs to be documented in order to provide assurance that it was adequately performed and that there exists an accountable validation owner, prudence should govern when determining documentation standards. Voluminous documentation of model output to support model validation may be at odds with validation's primary purpose.

(ii)

- Establish an owner of model validation. A single individual should be held accountable, be able to escalate related concerns, and resolve issues arising from the validation process.

- Ensure appropriateness of established model governance.

- Ensure that model validation is an independent process.

- Address limitations of model validation. Its objective is to limit the risk of improper use of the model and provide stakeholders a level of comfort as to the credibility of the model results.
2. Learning Objectives:
2. The candidate will understand the concepts of risk modeling and be able to evaluate and understand the importance of risk models.

Learning Outcomes:
(2c) Analyze and evaluate risk aggregation techniques, including use of correlation, integrated risk distributions and copulas.

(2e) Evaluate the theory and applications of extreme value theory in the measuring and modeling of risk.

(2f) Analyze the importance of tails of distributions, tail correlations, and low frequency/high severity events.

Sources:

Article: Modeling Tail Behaviour with Extreme Value Theory, Risk Management, Sept 2009

Financial Enterprise Risk Management, Sweeting, 2011, Ch. 12 Extreme Value Theory

Commentary on Question:
This question aimed to test the candidate's understanding of the GPD model and parameterization techniques. Candidates were asked to compare probabilistic calculations performed using a GPD to calculations based on a normal approximation in order to highlight the fact that the normal approximation tends to understates risk when tails of the actual distribution are considered "heavy".

Overall, this question was considered a fairly straight-forward one. And, especially because there was a similar question offered in previous year’s exam, candidates were expected to be able to provide answers that demonstrated a good level of comprehension and ability to communicate through writing effectively.

Solution:
(a)
(i) Explain considerations when selecting a threshold value for parameterizing a GPD.

(ii) Recommend an appropriate threshold level. Justify your response.
2. Continued

Commentary on Question:
The majority of candidates explained Part (a)(i) in terms of the appropriateness of data. Additional points were given to those who also considered the stability of parameters in their statements. Candidates who showed clarity in their answers were awarded with higher points than those who were not able to do so.

For Part (a)(ii), considering that there might be some ambiguity of what is meant by the parameters "becoming and remaining stable", partial credits were awarded to other threshold recommendations given that a comparable justification was provided.

(i)

Threshold is too high:
- There is sparse data with which to parameterize the model, though data used to parametrize the model are truly 'extreme'. ( Appropriateness of Data)
- Variance of parameter estimates tends to increase as threshold increases. ( Stability of Parameters)

Threshold is too low:
- Model will be parameterized based on values that are not truly extreme/not just the tail is being considered. ( Appropriateness of Data)
- Variance of parameter estimates decreases as more data become available to parametrize the model. ( Stability of Parameters)

(ii) The 95th percentile ($0.123M) would be an appropriate threshold choice.

Threshold should be selected as the first candidate point where the estimated parameters become, and remain, stable. The stability will begin to wane as the threshold becomes large enough to significantly shrink the count of data values in the associated tail - so there is a sort of "window of stability".

(b) Calculate the probabilities, for each claim model, that:

(i) No claim reimbursement will be made in a given month.

(ii) CMP will receive the experience refund at the end of the upcoming calendar year.
2. Continued

**Commentary on Question:**

Math results in Part (b) needed to be reasonable and, if not, candidates should have noted that it wasn’t a reasonable answer as a way to communicate their understanding and demonstrate their knowledge. For example, many candidates were struggling with Part (b)(i) – They did not recognize the conditional aspect of GPD and, as such, had not arrived at a reasonable answer and mistakenly used $F(0.130)$ as their final answer; candidates were expected to know that 0.1588 is not a reasonable answer for Part (b)(i).

As the answers to Part (b) vary depending on the threshold chosen in Part (a), full credit was given for consistent responses.

I. The GPD model using the threshold you recommended in part (a)

II. A normal approximation

(i)  

I) $P\{X \leq 0.130\} = (1 - P\{X \leq 0.123\}) F(0.130) + P\{X \leq 0.123\}$

$= (1 - 0.95) \times F(0.130) + 0.95$

$= 0.05 \times \left(1 - \frac{1}{0.14}\right)^{\left(-\frac{1}{0.14}\right)} + 0.95$

$= 0.05 \times 0.1588 + 0.95$

$= 0.9580$

II) $P\{X \leq 0.130\} = \Phi\left(\frac{0.130 - 0.0122}{0.053}\right)$

$= \Phi(2.22)$

$= 0.9868$

(ii)

I) $P\{\text{Experience Refund}\} = P\{X \leq 130,000 \text{ for at least one month in the next 12 months}\} = P\{\text{No loss in excess of $130,000 in next 12 months}\}$

$= (0.9580)^{12} = 0.5976$

II) $P\{\text{Experience Refund}\} = P\{X \leq 130,000 \text{ for at least one month in the next 12 months}\} = P\{\text{No loss in excess of $130,000 in next 12 months}\}$

$= (0.9868)^{12} = 0.8526$

(c) Stan is currently preparing cash flow projections for the upcoming calendar year and would like to incorporate the results of your analysis.

(i) Explain why the GPD model more appropriately reflects the true likelihood of payment of the experience refund.

(ii) Describe two shortcomings of the normal approximation in the context of modeling CMP’s aggregate claim distribution.
2. Continued

Commentary on Question:
Part (c) is where candidates showed the most differentiation between each other. Candidates who repeated their answers in both Part (c)(i) and Part (c)(ii) were only given grading points for the part where their answers seemed appropriate.

The question in Part (c)(ii) asks for shortcomings of the normal distribution in the context of CMP's loss distribution. Thus, a connection to the problem stem and subsequent analysis is required for full credit. Candidates received grading points for the best 2 shortcoming descriptions, if placed in proper context, since Part (c)(ii) specifically asked for 2 shortcomings only.

Candidate answers should demonstrate the depth of understanding on the statistical characteristics of the distributions, and therefore purely qualitative statements regarding the distributions might not be given full credit. For example, in Part (c)(ii), only stating that the normal distribution understates the probability of extreme events without commenting on the inherent thinness of the normal distribution’s tails cannot receive full credit.

(i)

A loss distribution has a fatter tail than the normal distribution would suggest. The GPD more accurately models the tail of the loss distribution and therefore provides a more accurate view of probability of aggregate losses in excess of the reinsurancce trigger.

EVT, in general, focuses explicitly on modeling the behavior of the tails.
- Does not attempt to parametrize data below the selected threshold (makes no assumption regarding true distribution of the data).
- Allows for parameterization of the tail function based on historical data.
- Thicker tails of GPD increases the probability that extreme events will occur.

(ii)

The normal approximation, with its thinner tails, would understate the risk that losses exceed the reinsurance threshold, and thus would overstate the probability that the refund would be paid.

Normal approximation is structured on the central limit theorem which deals with parameterizing the average of i.i.d. variables.
- The normal approximation, with its thinner tails, would likely understate probability of extreme events, understate the risk that losses exceed the reinsurance threshold, and thus would overstate the probability that the refund would be paid.
2. Continued

- The normal distribution does not necessarily fit historical data well because it assumes data is symmetric about the mean with relatively thin tails.
- The tails of the normal distribution decay at an exponential rate.
- The normal distribution exists on the domain of negative infinity to positive infinity, whereas an aggregate claims distribution would, theoretically, exist on the domain of 0 to positive infinity.
3. **Learning Objectives:**
   3. The candidate will understand how the risks faced by an entity can be quantified and the use of metrics to measure risk.

   4. The candidate will understand the approaches for managing risks and how an entity makes decisions about appropriate techniques.

**Learning Outcomes:**
(3a) Apply and construct risk metrics to quantify major types of risk exposure such as market risk, credit risk, liquidity risk, regulatory risk, etc., and tolerances in the context of an integrated risk management process.

(4g) Demonstrate the use of tools and techniques for analyzing and managing credit and counterparty risk.

**Sources:**
Counterparty Credit Risk, First Edition, Jon Gregory, Chapter 2: Defining Counterparty Credit Risk

**Commentary on Question:**
There was a wide range of credits received by candidates for this question. On average, they understood some of the material like credit derivative price and credit enhancers but they need more work on explaining the reasoning for PFE and EFE.

**Solution:**
(a) Determine the price of the ABC Credit Derivative at issue assuming no taxes or profit margin. Show your work.

**Commentary on Question:**
This is a straight forward calculation but there were a wide variety of approaches by candidates. Some candidates received full credit but most of them missed something like default probability, recovery rates, or timing issues. Most candidates received partial credit depending on what they understood and accomplished.

Alternatively, this could have been priced using risk neutral valuation but very few candidates considered this approach as knowledge of this material (credit derivative pricing) is not presumed for this exam.
3. Continued

Value if default in first year (3 coupons plus derivative provided principal):
\[= \frac{15}{1.05} + \frac{15}{1.05^2} + \frac{15}{1.05^3} + \left(0.5 \times 100 + 0.3 \times 50 + 0.2 \times 25\right)/1.05^3\]
\[= 101.32\]

Value if default in second year (2 coupons plus derivative provided principal):
\[= \frac{15}{1.05^2} + \frac{15}{1.05^3} + \left(0.5 \times 100 + 0.3 \times 50 + 0.2 \times 25\right)/1.05^3\]
\[= 87.03\]

Value if default in third year (1 coupon plus derivative provided principal):
\[= \frac{15}{1.05^3} + \left(0.5 \times 100 + 0.3 \times 50 + 0.2 \times 25\right)/1.05^3\]
\[= 73.43\]

Sum across all years of \(P\) (default in year) \(x\) (Value of Derivative)
\[= .05 \times 101.32 + .95 \times .05 \times 87.03 + .95^2 \times .1 \times 73.43\]
\[= 15.83\]

(b)

(i) Describe how each of the following credit enhancers mitigates credit risk.

I. Collateral
   A party that has a credit risk gives money or another asset to the counterparty to "hold onto" until the contract is settled. If a credit loss occurs, the counterparty has the collateral to offset some of the default.

II. Netting Agreement
   An agreement where a party that owes on some contracts but overall (combining all the contracts with the same counterparty) is owed can avoid paying on the contracts on which he owes, offsetting part of the money that he is owed (reducing any loss on money that is not received).

III. Walkaway features
   A clause in a contract that allows a party to walk away from a transaction if the counterparty defaults. Thus, if future amounts were to be owed by the party, it would offset the amounts it was owed by the defaulting counterparty.

(ii) Explain whether the credit enhancers listed above are appropriate for the purchaser of the ABC Credit Derivative contract to use with PP.

Commentary on Question:
Most candidates did well although many of them received partial credit only for insufficiently explaining how credit enhancers mitigates credit risk and their appropriateness.

(i) I. Collateral
   A party that has a credit risk gives money or another asset to the counterparty to "hold onto" until the contract is settled. If a credit loss occurs, the counterparty has the collateral to offset some of the default.

II. Netting Agreement
   An agreement where a party that owes on some contracts but overall (combining all the contracts with the same counterparty) is owed can avoid paying on the contracts on which he owes, offsetting part of the money that he is owed (reducing any loss on money that is not received).

III. Walkaway features
   A clause in a contract that allows a party to walk away from a transaction if the counterparty defaults. Thus, if future amounts were to be owed by the party, it would offset the amounts it was owed by the defaulting counterparty.
3. Continued

(ii)

I. Collateral
Collateral is inappropriate since this is a clearing house and PP posting collateral exposes it too much greater credit risk (it might not get the collateral back if it doesn't owe on the contract), and it has a credit rating at AA, so it shouldn’t need to post collateral.

II. Netting Agreement
Netting would be appropriate since customers will likely have multiple purchases across different products with PP.

III. Walkaway features
Walkaway features are inappropriate: the customer would never want to walk away because they would never be in a position under this contract to owe money.

(c)

(i) Define Potential Future Exposure (PFE) and Expected Positive Exposure (EPE).

(ii) Identify which of PFE or EPE is more appropriate for capital purposes.

(iii) From PP’s perspective:
Determine the PFE to PP from the ABC Credit Derivative assuming a 100% confidence level and a 0% interest rate. Explain your reasoning.

(iv) From the ABC Credit Derivative owner’s perspective:
Determine the PFE from the ABC Credit Derivative assuming a 100% confidence level and a 0% interest rate. Explain your reasoning.

Commentary on Question:
Most candidates explained (i) and (ii) well. Few candidates received any credit for (iii) and (iv) because they did not do what the question asked for: 100% confidence level and a 0% interest rate.

(i) PFE is a VaR number (albeit a worst-case gain, instead of a worst-case loss), which gives a credit exposure at a given confidence level, which may be more useful for capital purposes. EPE is an average future positive exposure (reflecting only the cases where a credit loss would occur), which is more useful for pricing.

(ii) PFE gives a credit exposure at a given confidence level, which may be more useful for capital purposes.
3. Continued

(iii) There is no credit exposure from the buyer of the Credit Derivative since they are never in a situation where they would need to pay. However, there is credit risk from XEN bank if it fails to pay on its obligations to PP.

The 100% worst case is that ABC defaults immediately, causing the whole potential payment stream of the ABC Credit Derivative to become payable, which is then defaulted on by XEN Bank.

Thus, the total defaulted amount, and thus the PFE, is the three coupons of $15 plus the $100 principal, for a total of $145.

(iv) The 100% worst case is that the ABC defaults immediately, causing the whole potential payment stream of the ABC Credit Derivative to become payable, which is then defaulted on by PP.

Thus, the total defaulted amount, and thus the PFE, is the three coupons of $15 plus the $100 principal, for a total of $145.

(d) “Q: For this product, you list a value for the Potential Future Exposure that is very different from the Expected Positive Exposure. Which value should matter more to an investor?”

Prepare an answer to this question indicating which one is more important.

Commentary on Question:

Most candidates received partial points by proposing either EPE or PFE but did not provide sufficient explanation.

The EPE is the much more realistic value that you are exposed to, as the PFE is meant to capture more of the extreme experience. As an investor, you are likely quite diversified and you are more concerned with “average” performance and risk than extreme performance and risk in a single investment. Thus, you likely should be more concerned with the EPE than the PFE.

(e) Other than minimizing their credit exposure to ABC, explain how ABC bondholders could benefit from owning the ABC Credit Derivative.

Commentary on Question:

Most candidates received partial credit by explaining some reasonable benefits.
3. **Continued**

If the bond defaults the bondholder immediately receives the recovered principal, instead of waiting till the maturity of the bond. There is an arbitrage opportunity because the bondholder would receive more than the value of the bond alone if it holds the ABC Credit Derivative and the bond defaults. They could be trying to hedge against an entity similar to ABC, which might be subject to the same systematic risk and default at similar times with similar recovery rates (i.e. an inexact hedge). Owning the derivative may reduce some economic capital that the company would otherwise need to hold.
4. **Learning Objectives:**

2. The candidate will understand the concepts of risk modeling and be able to evaluate and understand the importance of risk models.

**Learning Outcomes:**

2c. Analyze and evaluate risk aggregation techniques, including use of correlation, integrated risk distributions and copulas.

**Sources:**

ERM-119-14: Aggregation of risks and Allocation of Capital (Sections 4-7)

**Commentary on Question:**

Candidates were expected to demonstrate the ability to calculate capital at the enterprise level, and then allocate back to LOBs based on the main approaches. They were also expected to be able to recognize how diversification impacts each allocation approach, and recommend the approach that most utilizes the diversification benefit.

**Solution:**

(a) Demonstrate that the diversification benefit for XYZ is $6.35 million. Assume that risks within lines of business are normally distributed.

**Commentary on Question:**

Candidates generally did well on part (a)

\[
\text{Sum of Individual Capital Amounts} = 20 + 6 + 14 = 40
\]

\[
\text{Diversified} = \left(20^2 + 6^2 + 14^2 + 2 \times 0.8 \times 20 \times 6 + 2 \times 0.4 \times 20 \times 14 + 2 \times 0.5 \times 6 \times 14\right)^{1/2}
\]

\[= 33.65\]

\[
\text{Diversification Benefit} = 40 - 33.65
\]

\[= 6.35\]

(b) Calculate the capital allocation using the following two methods:

I. Pro-rata

II. Discrete marginal contribution

**Commentary on Question:**

Candidates generally did well on part (b). Common sources of error for candidates were forgetting to scale the capital allocations to the diversified capital amount and calculating the non-scaled amount by subtracting from the undiversified capital amount.

I. Annuities = \(\frac{20}{40} \times 33.65 = 16.83\)

   Life = \(\frac{6}{40} \times 33.65 = 5.05\)

   Auto = \(\frac{14}{40} \times 33.65 = 11.78\)
4. Continued

II. Without Annuities = sqrt(6^2 + 14^2 + 2 * 0.5 * 14 * 6) = 17.78
Without Life = sqrt(20^2 + 14^2 + 2 * 0.4 * 20 * 14) = 28.64
Without Auto = sqrt(20^2 + 6^2 + 2 * 0.8 * 20 * 6) = 25.06

Annuities Weight = 33.65 - 17.78 = 15.87
Life Weight = 33.65 - 28.64 = 5.01
Auto Weight = 33.65 - 25.06 = 8.59
Sum of Weights = 15.87 + 5.01 + 8.59 = 29.47

Annuities Allocation = (15.87 / 29.47) * 33.65 = 18.12
Life Allocation = (5.01 / 29.47) * 33.65 = 5.72
Auto Allocation = (8.59 / 29.47) * 33.65 = 9.81

(c)
(i) Compare the following capital allocation approaches:

I. Standalone
II. Pro-rata
III. Discrete marginal contribution

(ii) Recommend a capital allocation method for XYZ. Justify your response.

Commentary on Question:
Candidates generally did well on part (c). Candidates were expected to give a recommendation that was related specifically to XYZ’s situation. Several candidates chose to recommend Shapley/Game Theory instead of one of the three approaches given. This answer was acceptable provided it was supported with an acceptable justification.

I) Standalone - Simplest to calculate, doesn't take diversification into account

II) Pro rata - Takes diversification into account, but allocated back to business based on standalone risk instead of recognizing each risk’s unique contribution to diversification.

III) Discrete Marginal Contribution - Takes diversification into account, arrives at the same total capital as pro rata, allocates back to business unit while taking into account how the risks interact with each other within the company as a whole
4. Continued

Recommendation: Discrete Marginal Contribution

This method will recognize the unique diversification benefit that each LOB brings. Less capital is allocated to Auto under the discrete marginal allocation, and it should get more of the diversification benefit because it's less correlated with the other two lines of business. Pro rata would not reward the Auto line as much.
5. **Learning Objectives:**

1. The candidate will understand the types of risks faced by an entity and be able to identify and analyze these risks.

2. The candidate will understand the concepts of risk modeling and be able to evaluate and understand the importance of risk models.

5. The candidate will understand the concept of economic capital, risk measures in capital assessment and techniques to allocate the cost of risks within business units.

**Learning Outcomes:**

(1a) Explain risk concepts and be able to apply risk definitions to different entities.

(2d) Apply and analyze scenario and stress testing in the risk measurement process.

(5b) Define the basic elements and explain the uses of economic capital. Explain the challenges and limits of economic capital calculations and explain how economic capital may differ from external requirements of rating agencies and regulators.

(5e) Demonstrate the ability to develop a capital model for a representative financial firm.

**Sources:**
Financial Enterprise Risk Management, Sweeting, 2011, Ch. 7 Definitions of Risk

ERM-106-12: Economic Capital-Practical Considerations-Milliman

**Commentary on Question:**
This question is to test candidates’ ability to analyze and identify the risk associated with a product portfolio, to use a deterministic shock approach to quantify the tail risk. This is intended for candidates to apply the risk management technique to support risk management practice and drive business decisions.

In general, candidates did well on this question. However, the relevant comments pertaining to the specifics of the business scenario were expected and awarded more credits than generic answers. The solution below is more complete than what is necessary for full credit.
5. Continued

Solution:
(a) You are evaluating the following risk categories as related to the LTC business:

I. Insurance Risk
II. Credit Risk
III. Market Risk

(i) Describe the specific risks in each of above categories.

(ii) Rank the risks. Justify your response.

Commentary on Question:
The ranking below is for illustration of an acceptable answer. Other rankings are acceptable along with reasonable justification of why certain risks are higher than others.

(i) Insurance risk
- Morbidity: frequency and severity of the claims, claim trend, cost containment measure and etc. The risk of actual experience is worse than originally assumed.
- Lapse rate or policyholder behavior: Claims usually occurs later as liability duration is so long, thus a lapse supported product. The lower the lapse rate, the higher the expected claims.

Credit Risk
Default or downgrade risk of high-yield corporate bond portfolio that will result in the loss of asset value, especially under stressed market condition. <Note: Market-tradable derivatives are subject to collateral, netting and frequent mark-to-market. The inherent credit risk is low.>

Market Risk
Interest rate risk, yield curve and duration mismatch. Due to the long duration and regular premium payment, the reinvestment and new money rates have significant impact on investment income. A high-yield corporate bond portfolio is especially subject to market volatility.

(ii) Ranking:
Insurance risk is highest, as the morbidity and lapse may present significant risks if the emerging experience deviates from assumed rates, especially in the long term. XYZ has limited ability to adjust the pricing to mitigate the risk.
5. Continued

Market risk is second due to the long duration of the liability and level premium structure. This risk is partially mitigated by interest derivatives, but mismatch may still present a risk, and may subject to the short term market volatility.

Credit risk is ranked last in absence of quantitative information. However it could become significant if the high-yield bond is under stress.

(b) XYZ uses the deterministic stress tests to calculate EC.

Describe how you would select shocks for a deterministic stress test.

**Commentary on Question:**
*Mere listing of suggested shocks is not considered as adequate for full credit.*

- The shocks are used to determine the capital strain when applied to the economic balance sheet. The shocks are calibrated to capture the tail event or tail risks.
- Economic capital represents the amount sufficient to cover losses that can occur with a specified confidence probability. This requires the calibration of the shocks to capture the tail risk to a specific risk measure (VAR or CTE).
- The design of the shocks is determined with actuarial judgment, and the results can differ if such a subjective assumption changes.
- The shock design should incorporate all the major risks associated with the LTC line of business – both asset and liability, ideally to capture the interaction among different risks.
- The company’s own experience supplemented with industry experience and other expert opinion could help determine the magnitude of the shocks.

(c)

(i) Explain the CRO’s concerns.

(ii) Provide recommendations to address the CRO’s concerns.

**Commentary on Question:**
*Some candidates proposed a listing of shocks with some arbitrary numbers, which were not sufficient for full credit.*
5. Continued

(i) CRO’s concerns:

I. Due to long duration of the liability and supporting assets, parallel shift of interest rate shock does not represent the inherent risks. Yield curve shape change, such as flattening or steeping, also have significant impact on the EC. This impact is exacerbated by the non-perfect hedging, which is extremely difficult for such long duration liability. Almost no available marketable instruments, including swaps or swaptions can provide perfect delta matching at such a long duration.

II. Shock design only represents one stress scenario, which is difficult to determine if this truly reflects the stress situation that can cause large amount of losses to the insurer. The shock design may be stale and needs to be refreshed to reflect the current experience, including product portfolio/mix, investment strategy and hedging activities. In addition, the market condition and emerging experience may warrant additional examination on this assumption.

- The shocks need to incorporate all material risks.
- The aggregate EC results should identify the major risk drivers for LTC – interest, consumer behavior, hedging effectiveness and etc.
- Interactions and correlations between risks need to be evaluated.

(ii) Recommendations – possible answers include:

- Evaluate each major risk factor separately by performing sensitivity on major assumptions.
- For interest risk, add more stress scenarios, such as yield curve change, pop-up then flat, pop-down or other scenario to test which produce larger EC. In addition, not only are the LTC products subject to the interest risk, the hedging instruments are highly sensitive as well.
- Shock bond portfolio values and other actuarial assumptions
- Taking interaction of the risk categories into consideration when aggregating the risks to examine the capital shortfall.
- Calibrate the stress scenario for EC calculation using economic scenario generator or historical stress events.
- Supplement the EC amount with sensitivity result by risk factor for more complete illustration of the product risk profile.
6. **Learning Objectives:**

   4. The candidate will understand the approaches for managing risks and how an entity makes decisions about appropriate techniques.

**Learning Outcomes:**

   (4d) Demonstrate how derivatives, synthetic securities, and financial contracting may be used to reduce risk or to assign it to the party most able to bear it.

**Sources:**

ERM-115-13 Creating an Understanding of Special Purpose Vehicles, PWC

**Commentary on Question:**

The question was to test the candidates’ knowledge of Special Purpose Vehicles (SPV), and how an SPV is used to raise capital. Overall candidates performed well with this question, and many performed better in parts d & e (recommending go or no-go and describing other strategic considerations), than in parts a, b & c (defining, illustrating and identifying).

**Solution:**

(a) Define an SPV.

**Commentary on Question:**

Many candidates did not receive full marks when they did not indicate the relationship of the SPV to the sponsoring firm and/or the off-balance sheet characteristic of the relationship.

A Special Purpose Vehicle (SPV) sometimes referred to as a Special Purpose Entity (SPE) is an off-balance sheet vehicle (OBSV) comprised of a legal entity created by the sponsor or originator, typically a major investment bank or insurance company, to fulfil a temporary objective of the sponsoring firm.

(b) Illustrate how LMN can structure this SPV to obtain financing.

**Commentary on Question:**

- Many candidates illustrated and/or described only the interactions/transactions between the SPV and investors, and not the other transactions. At times, the candidates wrote too much detail about the different tranches that could be set up.
- Some candidates failed to recognize that the real estate assets were being securitized and instead attempted to securitize the new venture or something generic.
- Many candidates did not mention the investment bank and/or did not describe the transactions between the bank and the SPV.
- Several candidates did not describe the transaction from the SPV to the LMN well.
6. **Continued**

- Some merely illustrated or relied on the illustration as the only answer - with minimal words to describe the transactions.

- Create an SPV using the high quality real estate investment as the starting asset.
- Use these assets to back a bond issue by the SPV.
- Regular payouts will paid to the investors using the cash flows coming (i.e. rent) from the real estate asset.
- The assets can be used as collateral in obtaining financing from the bank.
- Since the block of business is very profitable, LMN can expect a more favorable borrowing rate in this SPV compared to if LMN issued the bonds directly.

An alternate solution is an illustration/diagram:

(a) Investor purchases bond from SPV  
(b) SPV pays investor profits on real estate  
(c) SPV gives real estate as collateral to bank  
(d) SPV receives financing from bank at a better rate than LMN would have gotten  
(e) LMN gives SPV the real estate  
(f) SPV gives profits from Investor and funds received from bank to LMN in order to fund the new venture

(c) Identify four of the key risks and four of the key benefits of the SPV transaction for LMN.

**Commentary on Question:**

Many candidates only listed and did not describe the risks & benefits. Some candidates wrote similar definition for reputational and signaling risks.
6. Continued

Key Risks
• Franchise Risk – some investors in the SPV can be invested in LMN as well. If these investors are not satisfied with the SPV performance, this can affect their relationship with LMN as well.
• Equity risk – depending on how the SPV is structured, LMN might be holding a huge equity tranche on the investment. If the underlying real estate portfolio fails to perform, LMN will be left to absorb the losses from the equity tranche.
• Regulatory risk – Since the SPV will be less regulated than LMN, the SPV can pose as an indirect risk to LMN.
• Liquidity & funding risk – If the SPV fails to perform, it can exacerbate LMN’s liquidity situation and make it harder for them to access the capital markets.

Key Benefits
• LMN can access much needed capital for a lot cheaper.
• Minimal red tape - It is relatively cheap and easy to set up an SPV for some jurisdictions (see next bullet).
• Freedom of jurisdiction – LMN is free to incorporate the SPV in the most attractive jurisdiction.
• Tax benefits – LMN can incorporate the SPV in tax shelters like the Cayman Islands where assets are exempt from certain direct taxes.

(d) Recommend whether LMN should proceed with the SPV transaction based on your response to (c). Justify your response.

Commentary on Question:
Some candidates who did not perform well in answering parts a, b & c, performed better in part d.

I recommend for LMN to proceed with the SPV transaction.
• This will fulfill the goal of financing the acquisition with lower financing costs found in the market. Despite LMN’s low credit rating, the security offered by the SPV will be attractive to the market since it is backed by a high performing asset.
• The relative ease of establishing the SPV will enable LMN to have the funds to close the acquisition in a shorter amount of time.

Alternate solution: I recommend to not move forward with the SPV.
• It can exacerbate the risks and financial condition of LMN when the SPV fails to perform.
• Also, LMN might hold a significant equity tranche if that doesn’t get enough market traction.
6. Continued

(e) Describe three other strategic considerations that LMN would need to address prior to initiating the SPV transaction.

**Commentary on Question:**
*Similar commentary to part d: some candidates who did not perform well in answering parts a, b & c, performed better in part e.*

- Is the overall risk well balanced? LMN's portfolio is highly concentrated on the real estate assets and there is an asset concentration risk in case the venture fails.
- Will SPV have expertise needed to manage the real estate assets?
- Ability to obtain capital from market at level needed - the CDO (collaterized debt obligation) might not get enough interest in the market and LMN will not be able to raise enough capital.
7. **Learning Objectives:**

2. The candidate will understand the concepts of risk modeling and be able to evaluate and understand the importance of risk models.

3. The candidate will understand how the risks faced by an entity can be quantified and the use of metrics to measure risk.

4. The candidate will understand the approaches for managing risks and how an entity makes decisions about appropriate techniques.

**Learning Outcomes:**

(2a) Demonstrate how each of the financial and non-financial risks faced by an entity can be amenable to quantitative analysis including an explanation of the advantages and disadvantages of various techniques such as Value at Risk (VaR), stochastic analysis, and scenario analysis.

(2c) Analyze and evaluate risk aggregation techniques, including use of correlation, integrated risk distributions and copulas.

(3a) Apply and construct risk metrics to quantify major types of risk exposure such as market risk, credit risk, liquidity risk, regulatory risk, etc., and tolerances in the context of an integrated risk management process.

(3c) Analyze quantitative financial data and insurance data (including asset prices, credit spreads and defaults, interest rates, incidence, causes and losses) using modern statistical methods. Construct measures from the data and contrast the methods with respect to scope, coverage and application.

(4a) Demonstrate and analyze applicability of risk optimization techniques and the impact of an ERM strategy on an organization’s value. Analyze the risk and return trade-offs that result from changes in the organization’s risk profile.

**Sources:**

ASOP 23: Data quality  
Value-at-Risk, Jorion, 3rd ed., The new benchmark for managing financial risk, chapters 5 and 7

**Commentary on Question:**

The question focuses on understanding and analyzing data in the specific context of XYZ and its impact on the appropriate choice of a risk measurement metric.

In order to receive maximum points for each sub-question, the following considerations were taken into account:
7. Continued

a(i): The student had to describe valid concerns after analysing the data submitted, not only in theory, but referencing specific data concerns. Most of the students answered this question very well.

a(ii): The student had to identify two key disclosures. In order to receive maximum points, the student had to step back and generalize about two main aspects that would be part of an actuarial report if he/she were to actually work with this data, not just repeat previous comments, which some students did.

B: In order to receive maximum points, a student had to explain which risk metric is the most appropriate in this context. That is, not only list valid theoretical/generic statements as many students did but also explain how each metric would be suitable or not in the context of XYZ.

D: In order to receive maximum points, a student had to take the demand of the CFO into account and do some analysis to justify if it made sense. The recommendation could be in line with the analysis but also not the limitations of this method. Some students followed this line of approach while others simply continued with their previous analysis. Both analyses were considered appropriate if thoroughly and correctly developed.

Solution:
(a) You are reviewing ASOP 23 prior to performing your work.
   
   (i) Describe concerns you have with the data you have been provided.
   
   (ii) Identify two key data-related disclosures that you would include as part of your actuarial report on the profitability of the tornado insurance.
   
   (i): Here is a list of valid concerns.
   
   - Data is not a year apart, not from the same month.
   - Some data points look suspicious: 99.99, 18.23 is repeated 3 times, outliers present
   - Data stops for a few years - too short-period to assess trend.
   - Sales data is not appropriate to assess claims, granularity concerns.
   - How many companies contributed? Is that from similar companies/products? Are sources reliable? Are companies representative? Different scales used?
   - Questions of seasonality, currency were raised, geography.
   - What is the sampling method? Data truncated?
   - What is the reliability of the consultant who submitted the data?
7. **Continued**

(ii) Here are some valid general disclosures.

- Reliance on others: data used was not audited as it was submitted from an external consultant.
- Data completeness: some adjustments would have to be made to the data for outliers, repeated values, missing data points
- Data reasonableness: limitations on how the data is used and assumptions made
- Assessment of the impact on results of using this data/modifying it
- Unresolved concerns: material defects of inappropriate data for the purpose

(b) Explain whether VaR or CTE is the more appropriate risk measure to use in this situation.

- CTE is a more conservative metric to use given the fact that tornadoes are infrequent but have huge financial impact. It exceeds VaR in this case.
- Contrary to VaR, it is not risk blind, and would be in line with the desired risk tolerance of 100 million dollars as stated. It is also better for a five-year time horizon and the going-concern of XYZ.
- CTE has useful properties – monotocity, translation, invariance, homogeneity and sub-additivity – which are relevant in this case since XYZ desires to combine two fat-tailed type of businesses, for which ultimate knowledge of loss needs to be known, not only the point at which extreme loss can be anticipated to occur, which the 90% VaR would indicate.

(c) Recommend whether or not XYZ should offer the tornado product. Justify your response.

Since the CFO imposes his choice, the following VaR of the combined portfolio has to be calculated.

Thus, the portfolio VaR would be:

The total VaR for independent risks is the root of the sum of squared VaRs = $(75^2 + 60^2)^{.5}$, that is 96 million dollars.

Based on this result, since it is lower than the desired risk tolerance of 100 million dollars, this project should be undertaken.

However, the independence assumption should be questioned as these events tend to happen concurrently. In addition, there might agency cost involved here as the CFO might have some financial incentive to pursue this new product.
7. Continued

If one were to base his decision using the CTE instead, this new product would clearly not be undertaken as such since it would exceed the desired risk tolerance over the 5-year time horizon. The profitability of the product would be harder to justify unless some risk management approach were put in place – ex. Reinsurance – to reduce the impact of the tornado tail event on XYZ.
8. **Learning Objectives:**
1. The candidate will understand the types of risks faced by an entity and be able to identify and analyze these risks.

4. The candidate will understand the approaches for managing risks and how an entity makes decisions about appropriate techniques.

**Learning Outcomes:**
(1a) Explain risk concepts and be able to apply risk definitions to different entities.

(1c) Identify and assess the potential impact of risks faced by an entity, including but not limited to market risk, currency risk, credit risk, counterparty risk, spread risk, liquidity risk, interest rate risk, equity risk, hazard/insurance risk, inflationary risk, environmental risk, pricing risk, product risk, operational risk, project risk and strategic risk.

(4a) Demonstrate and analyze applicability of risk optimization techniques and the impact of an ERM strategy on an organization’s value. Analyze the risk and return trade-offs that result from changes in the organization’s risk profile.

(4c) Demonstrate means for reducing risk without transferring it.

**Sources:**
Repercussions of a Sustained Interest-Rate Environment on Life Insurance Products

**Commentary on Question:**
*In this question, candidates were asked to identify the impacts to both SLIC and its policyholders from a sustained low interest rate environment. This question made use of the case study, and several different products were incorporated given that sustained low interest rates impact these products in different ways. Candidates were also asked to recommend approaches that SLIC could take to mitigate the risk of sustained low interest rates.*
8. Continued

Solution:
(a) Classify each of the following products into group A, B or C. Justify your classification.

(i) Level premium term insurance
(ii) Protector Plus Universal Life
(iii) Saver Supreme Universal Life

Commentary on Question:
Candidates performed well on this part of the question. The key was recognizing that Protector Plus is a secondary guarantee, death benefit focused product, and is therefore premium-dependent.

(i) Premium-dependent product. This product will persist as long as the premium is paid. There is no cash surrender value on this product, as it’s designed for protection only.

(ii) Premium-dependent product. This product is guaranteed to stay in force as long as the specified premium is paid each year. While there may be a cash surrender value available to the policyholder, it’s very low, as the product is designed to offer permanent death benefit protection at the lowest possible premium.

(iii) Cash value-dependent product. This product is designed as an accumulation product with high cash surrender values after the surrender charge period expires. While death benefit protection exists, it is not guaranteed for a specified premium as it is with Protector Plus.

(b) Describe the potential impact of a sustained low-interest rate environment for the three SLIC products listed in part (a) on:

(i) In-force policyholders
(ii) Future profitability of SLIC’s existing business
8. Continued

**Commentary on Question:**
*This part of the question required candidates to consider the impact of low interest rates to both SLIC and the policyholder. In addition, candidates needed to identify the distinct impacts among these three different life insurance products.*

*Candidates responding with responses that were too general or not specific to these three products were given partial credit.*

*The responses below, especially those for Protector Plus and Saver Supreme, are longer than those required to achieve full credit under exam conditions.*

(i) **In-force policyholders**

- **Level Premium Term** – No impact as premiums are set at issue.

- **Protector Plus UL** – No impact on required premiums needed for death benefit guarantee. This product does have a low cash surrender value, so surrenders may be lower as a result of depressed surrender value and increased value of the secondary guarantee.

- **Saver Supreme UL** – Credited interest rates will continue to decline until they reach the 3% guaranteed minimum. As a result, cash surrender values will be significantly lower than originally illustrated, resulting in less ability to take policy loans or partial withdrawals and a shorter period of death benefit protection at the current premium level.

(ii) **Future profitability of SLIC’s existing business**

- **Level Premium Term** – Lower investment income on asset portfolio. The term product has tight margins, so profitability could be impacted.

- **Protector Plus UL** – Potentially significant impact. Premiums for the death benefit guarantee are set at issue and cannot be adjusted. Low interest rates mean the secondary guarantee will take effect sooner than originally assumed, which will decrease profitability.

- **Saver Supreme UL** – Spread compression begins to be realized as the guaranteed minimum interest rate of 3% is approached, resulting in lower profitability.
8. Continued

(c)

(i) Assess the following strategies available to SLIC for addressing a sustained low-interest rate environment:

I. Target a portfolio duration which exceeds the liability duration in order to achieve a higher portfolio yield.

II. Increasing compensation on the Term product to encourage more Term sales.

III. Introducing a new version of the Saver Supreme product with a 2% guaranteed interest rate.

(ii) Explain, for each of the three strategies, how SLIC might be impacted by a rapid rise in interest rates after its implementation.

Commentary on Question:
A variety of different responses were possible on this part of the question. Full credit required a well-explained response to each of the three strategies. The responses below are examples of those awarded full credit, but they are more thorough than necessary to achieve full credit.

Some candidates responded with respect to SLIC’s inforce block of business. Others responded with respect to future sales. Either of these approaches was acceptable, as long as the explanation was valid for that approach.

(i) Assess the following strategies available to SLIC for addressing a sustained low-interest rate environment.

I. This would result in a higher expected earned rate than the current asset portfolio and therefore higher investment income. It would also result in an asset-liability mismatch, which could increase surplus volatility as interest rates change. SLIC would risk going long on duration when rates are at their lowest level.

II. To the extent this would result in more Term sales and less UL sales, interest rate risk would decrease given the Term product is not very sensitive to interest rates. However, this could result in lower profitability given higher expenses or a lack of competitiveness of the Term product if premium rates were increased to cover the higher commissions.
8. Continued

III. This strategy would impact new sales only, as the in-force block would maintain the 3% guarantee, so it would have little impact in the short term. However, if sales levels are maintained, interest rate risk would decline in the long term given that there would be more opportunity for SLIC to earn the target spread on its asset portfolio.

(ii) Explain, for each of the three strategies, how SLIC might be impacted by a rapid rise in interest rates after its implementation.

I. Longer duration assets would decrease in value faster than the underlying liability, which would reduce SLIC's surplus.

II. Higher interest rates should result in higher investment income, which could help partially offset the higher compensation expense. On the other hand, valuations of both assets and liabilities will decrease, and the net impact to surplus is unclear.

III. The product may become less attractive for new business as the 2% guarantee is further out of the money, especially if competitors are offering a stronger guarantee.

(d) Chief Marketing Officer Danielle Wolfe suggests that introducing the proposed Indexed Universal Life (IUL) product would help mitigate the risk of sustained low-interest rates because the indexed return is not sensitive to interest rates.

Critique this statement as it relates to SLIC’s ability to achieve its target profitability for the IUL product.

**Commentary on Question:**
To achieve full credit, candidates were required to acknowledge three things:
- Interest rate risk present on the fixed account option, similar to the existing Saver Supreme product (although with a lower minimum).
- Low interest rates directly influence the cost of the swap that is used to hedge the index return.
- The 0% floor return on the indexed account is funded by general account investments, which are subject to significant interest rate risk.

Partial credit was given for candidates that only responded with one or two of the points above.
8. Continued

Many candidates responded that the IUL product wouldn’t be impacted by sustained low interest rates because the account values are driven by equity returns. While this is true from a policyholder’s point of view, it doesn’t address SLIC’s ability to achieve its profit target.

Policyholders have two options for their account value on the proposed Indexed Universal Life product: Fixed Account and Indexed Account.

Fixed Account – The guaranteed minimum interest rate is 2%. This would allow for SLIC to maintain its target spread over a longer period of sustained low interest rates than the existing UL products, which have a 3% guarantee. This would only apply to monies invested in the fixed account option.

Indexed Account – SLIC’s investment portfolio will consist of general account investments and swaps. The investment income on the general account investments will be swapped for a return on the S&P index. Therefore, it’s important for SLIC to earn sufficient investment income.

In a sustained low interest rate environment, it may not be possible to enter a swap with a high enough cap to make the product attractive to the policyholder. The minimum guaranteed cap rate is 2%, so spread compression could potentially exist within the swap mechanism. The floor return of 0% on monies invested in the indexed account would also be a component of the return provided by the swap.

(e) Consider the following SLIC products:

I. VA with GMWB

II. SPIA

(i) Explain how the in-force portfolios for each of I and II will be affected by a sustained low-interest rate environment.

(ii) Propose product design changes that may mitigate the risk to profitability from a sustained low-interest rate environment for VA with GMWB.

Commentary on Question:
On the first subpart, many candidates responded that low interest rates would be correlated with low equity returns, which would cause the GMWB to be more likely to be in the money. This response was not awarded credit because the correlation between interest rates and equity returns is not necessary true.
8. Continued

Most candidates correctly identified product design changes that would mitigate the risk of sustained low interest rates for subpart (ii). Two product design changes with explanations were required for full credit.

(i) VA with GMWB – The present value of the lifetime benefit increases. Also, the greeks used for hedging program would be impacted, making hedging more costly or difficult.

SPIA – Economic reserves/capital would increase. As existing assets mature, they would be invested in lower yielding assets, reducing profitability.

(ii) Product Design Changes for VA with GMWB:

- The rider fee could be increased or set to vary based on the interest rate environment.
- Rider benefits could be changed to reduce the benefit base rollup or the percentage of the benefit base.
9. **Learning Objectives:**

1. The candidate will understand the types of risks faced by an entity and be able to identify and analyze these risks.

2. The candidate will understand the concepts of risk modeling and be able to evaluate and understand the importance of risk models.

**Learning Outcomes:**

(1c) Identify and assess the potential impact of risks faced by an entity, including but not limited to market risk, currency risk, credit risk, counterparty risk, spread risk, liquidity risk, interest rate risk, equity risk, hazard/insurance risk, inflationary risk, environmental risk, pricing risk, product risk, operational risk, project risk and strategic risk.

(2b) Evaluate how risks are correlated, and give examples of risks that are positively correlated and risks that are negatively correlated.

(2d) Apply and analyze scenario and stress testing in the risk measurement process.

(2h) Construct approaches to modeling various risks and evaluate how an entity makes decisions about techniques to model, measure and aggregate risks including but not limited to stochastic processes.

**Sources:**

Global Mortality Improvement Experience and Projection Techniques

ERM-331-17: Quantifying the Mortality-Longevity Offset

ERM-413-17: Hedging Life Insurance / Annuity Guarantees

**Commentary on Question:**

Candidates were expected to be able to identify the different types of exposures to longevity risk and sensitivity to varying levels of mortality improvement in various products. Candidates were also expected be able to demonstrate an understanding of the degree of mortality improvement risk in SLIC’s products under various scenarios.

**Solution:**

(a) Consider the following SLIC products:

   I. Saver Supreme Universal Life

   II. Protector Plus Universal Life

   III. Secure Term
9. Continued

(i) Rank (from highest to lowest) the relative sensitivity to mortality risk for SLIC for each of I, II and III. Explain your rankings.

(ii) Assess the ability of each of these products to offset the mortality improvement risk from the SPIA portfolio.

Commentary on Question:
Because it is unclear how much the 60% coinsurance affects the Secure Term product relative to the two UL products, full credit was awarded to any order that was accurately explained, as long as Protector Plus was noted as having higher sensitivity to mortality risk than Saver Supreme.

Most candidates did very well in explaining the order of importance of mortality risk, but many candidates missed that Secure Term is 60% coinsured (per the case study). This coinsurance arrangement cedes 60% of all risks to the reinsurer, including mortality risk.

Candidates generally did not do as well in explaining how well each product’s mortality risk may offset the longevity risk in a SPIA product.

Responses provided are more detailed than would be expected under exam conditions.

Part (i)

From highest to lowest:

1. Protector Plus Universal Life
2. Secure Term
3. Saver Supreme Universal Life

Protector Plus UL is a secondary-guarantee UL product, which often has very low account values (and therefore higher Net Amount at Risk).

Secure Term has a very high Net Amount at Risk and has no investment component. However, its mortality risk is 60% ceded to Trust Us Re as part of the coinsurance agreement.

Saver Supreme Universal Life has the lowest mortality risk because it has large account values and much lower Net Amount at Risk.
9. Continued

Part (ii)

Secure Term would be somewhat effective to offset longevity risk because it has the simplest cash flows and the product includes few risks other than mortality. Drawbacks include:

- 60% coinsurance
- Poor age / demographic match: SPIAs are usually purchased by retirees, while Term is purchased by individuals in their working careers. Mortality improvement has been shown to not be correlated across wide age ranges.
- Term policies are not expected to stay in force for as long a time period as SPIAs. We expect a shock lapse at the end of the level pay period.

Protector Plus UL would be the most effective to offset longevity risk because:

- Low (or zero) account values
- Premiums are predictable because most policyholders would be expected to pay the premium to keep the secondary guarantee in effect
- Ages of policyholders match to ages of SPIA customers

Saver Supreme UL would be somewhat effective because of the age similarities between its policyholders and SPIA customers. Drawbacks include:

- Less Net Amount at Risk per policy
- Larger investment component to the policy
- Premiums may vary over time, which makes it more difficult to offset the level cash flow pattern of a SPIA

(b) Compare the relative importance to SLIC of mortality improvement risk for its:

I. VA with GMAB
II. VA with GMWB
III. VA without GLB

Commentary on Question:

Candidates had mixed results. Some candidates were very effective at ranking the relative risk of each product, while others struggled. Most candidates were able to identify product features described in the case study and use them in their responses.
9.  Continued

In order from most to least:

1. VA with GMWB. Withdrawals will be made for a longer period of time, and there is more chance of the guarantee becoming effective (when the account value drops to 0).
2. VA with GMAB. Slight impact because the annuity contractholder must be alive at the end of the 10th year. No impact beyond year 10.
3. VA without GLB. No mortality improvement risk, but there is a slight exposure to mortality risk due to the return of premium (ROP) death benefit.

(c)

(i) Provide two examples that would create a Cohort Effect for mortality improvement. Justify your response.

(ii) Provide two examples that would create a Period Pattern for mortality improvement. Justify your response.

(iii) Provide a depiction of the Cohort Effect in either a tabular or graphical form.

Commentary on Question:
A wide variety of possible examples were awarded credit in parts (i) and (ii). In part (iii), an equivalent “heat map” graph would also have received full credit. Candidates needed to be specific in defining the table column and row headers or the graph’s axes.

Candidates did either very well or very poorly on this section.

Part (i)

- Different lifestyle habits or education for one generation of people versus another.
- Some generations go to war, while others live in peacetime. Lingering effects of wars could result in poor mortality improvement for the generations dealing with those effects.

Part (ii)

- A medical breakthrough that affects a broad range of society could cause a period pattern, such as the introduction of antibiotics.
- Government programs to expand health coverage for wide ranges of society.
Part (iii)

Table of mortality improvement rates:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year of Observations</th>
<th>40-49</th>
<th>50-59</th>
<th>60-69</th>
<th>70-79</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1970-1979</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1980-1989</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1990-1999</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000-2009</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>3%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(d) Consider the following scenarios:

I. An affordable vaccine has been developed that both cures and prevents dementia.

II. Driverless technology has been shown to reduce accident-related fatalities considerably, and will be mandated in all new vehicles.

III. Increased ongoing investment in public healthcare programs improves access to medical care to low-income individuals and under-served populations.

(i) Explain the impact on future mortality and/or mortality improvement that you would expect for each of I, II and III.

(ii) Identify which of SLIC’s products would be most impacted by each of I, II and III. Justify your response.

Commentary on Question:
Most candidates identified that each of the three scenarios improved mortality. Many candidates did not further explain the population group that each scenario would affect, nor did they include how quickly or for how long the effect would be felt.

Any appropriate product for part (ii) was granted full credit, as long as the choice was justified and the target market/demographic of the product matched the demographic affected by the scenario.

The response is slightly more detailed than would be expected under exam conditions.
9. Continued

Part (i)

I. Sudden mortality improvement immediately as this cause of death is eliminated, and then back to normal levels of mortality improvement because this cause of death will be replaced by other causes of death. The most noticeable change will be seen in older ages.

II. Increasing mortality improvement over the time that the technology is implemented. The effects will be more noticeable for younger ages (18-50) because accidents are a larger proportion of the total mortality rate.

III. Increasing mortality improvements will be seen in only for the lower income individuals receiving the benefit of the investments.

Part (ii)

I. SPIA because the vaccine primarily affects older individuals.

II. Secure Term because reducing mortality due to accident will be most noticeable in younger ages, and this is the target customer for term products.

III. Any Term product, because these are the cheapest products available and therefore the only products low-income people might buy.